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Senate Journal 
 

First Regular Session of the Fifty-ninth Legislature 

of the State of Oklahoma 

Twenty-sixth Legislative Day, Wednesday, March 22, 2023 

 

 

The Senate was called to order by Senator Hall. 

 

Roll Call: 

 

Present: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, 

Jech, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, 

Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods, and 

Young.—48. 

 

Senator Hall declared a quorum present. 

 

The prayer was offered by Senator Dewayne Pemberton. 

 

 

REPORT OF ENGROSSED AND ENROLLED MEASURES 

 

SBs 73, 116, 133, 234, 337, 394, 420, 475, 482, 484, 544, 547, 553, 575, 620, 632, 

681, 758, 800, 806, 848, 849, 907, 947, 978, 1055, 1057 and 1063 were each correctly 

engrossed, properly signed and ordered transmitted to the Honorable House for 

consideration. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 96 by Haste and Bullard of the Senate and Humphrey of the House was called up 

for consideration. 

 

Senator Haste moved to amend SB 96, by substituting the attached floor substitute for 

the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment was declared 

adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Haste moved that SB 96 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 
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THIRD READING 

 

SB 96 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Rader, 

Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson 

(Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--41. 

 

Excused: Boren, Jett, Montgomery, Murdock, Pugh, Standridge and Treat.--7. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 96 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 292 by Stanley of the Senate and Roe of the House was called up for consideration. 

 

Senator Stanley moved to amend SB 292, by substituting the attached floor substitute 

for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment was 

declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Stanley moved to amend the floor substitute to SB 292, Page 1, by restoring 

the title, which amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Stanley moved that SB 292 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 292 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, Dugger, 

Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, 

McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, 

Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson 

(Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--40. 

 

Nay: Burns, Dahm, Hamilton, Jett and Newhouse.--5. 
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Excused: Floyd, Standridge and Treat.--3. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 292 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 561 by Haste of the Senate and McCall of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Haste moved to amend SB 561, Page 1, by restoring the title, which 

amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Haste moved that SB 561 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 561 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, 

Jech, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, 

Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--

47. 

 

Excused: Treat.--1. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 561 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 1070 by Newhouse of the Senate and Hilbert of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Newhouse moved that SB 1070 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 
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THIRD READING 

 

SB 1070 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, 

Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--46. 

 

Excused: Treat.--1. 

 

*Constitutional Privilege: Dahm.—1. 

 

*Senator Dahm asked to be shown not voting on SB 1070 for reason of personal 

interest, as provided in Article V, Section 24, Oklahoma Constitution. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 1070 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 1005 by Kidd and Bullard of the Senate and Wallace of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Kidd moved that SB 1005 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 1005 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, 

Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--46. 

 

Nay: Dahm.--1. 
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Excused: Treat.--1. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 1005 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 949 by Bullard of the Senate and West (Kevin) of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Bullard moved that SB 949 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 949 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dossett, Dugger, 

Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, McCortney, 

Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, 

Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), 

Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver and Woods.--41. 

 

Nay: Boren, Brooks, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews and Young.--7. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 949 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 1035 by Coleman of the Senate and Marti of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Coleman moved to amend SB 1035, by substituting the attached floor 

substitute for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment 

was declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Coleman moved that SB 1035 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 
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THIRD READING 

 

SB 1035 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dugger, Garvin, Gollihare, 

Green, Hall, Hamilton, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, 

Paxton, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, 

Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver and Young.--

36. 

 

Nay: Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Dossett, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, 

Pederson and Woods.--11. 

 

Excused: Haste.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 1035 was rferred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 510 by Haste of the Senate and Miller of the House was called up for consideration. 

 

Senator Alvord moved to amend SB 510, by substituting the attached floor substitute 

for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment was 

declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Alvord moved that SB 510 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 510 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dossett, Dugger, 

Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Howard, Jett, Kidd, McCortney, Montgomery, 

Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Seifried, 

Standridge, Stephens, Thompson (Kristen), Weaver and Woods.--33. 

 

Nay: Boren, Brooks, Floyd, Hicks, Jech, Kirt, Matthews, Stewart, Thompson (Roger) 

and Young.--10. 
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Excused: Haste, Murdock, Rosino, Stanley and Treat.--5. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 510 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 489 by Thompson (Roger) of the Senate and Hilbert of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Thompson (Roger) moved that SB 489 be advanced, which motion was 

declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 489 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dugger, 

Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, Montgomery, 

Murdock, Newhouse, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Seifried, 

Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver and 

Woods.--35. 

 

Nay: Boren, Dossett, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Paxton and Young.--9. 

 

Excused: Haste, Rosino, Stanley and Treat.--4. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 489 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 427 by Newhouse and Coleman of the Senate and Banning of the House was called 

up for consideration. 

 

Senator Newhouse moved that SB 427 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 
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THIRD READING 

 

SB 427 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dossett, Dugger, 

Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Howard, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, 

McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, 

Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Seifried, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), 

Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--40. 

 

Nay: Dahm and Hicks.--2. 

 

Excused: Daniels, Haste, Jech, Rosino, Stanley and Treat.--6. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 427 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 635 by Paxton of the Senate and Dobrinski of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Paxton moved to amend SB 635, by substituting the attached floor substitute 

for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment was 

declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Paxton moved that SB 635 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 635 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dossett, Dugger, 

Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, 

Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, 

Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Seifried, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), 

Weaver, Woods and Young.--41. 

 

Nay: Dahm.--1. 
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Excused: Daniels, Haste, Rosino, Stanley, Thompson (Roger) and Treat.--6. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 635 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 798 by Coleman of the Senate and Moore of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Coleman moved to amend SB 798, Page 5, Line 22, after the word 

“recognizance” and before the period “.”, by adding the words “or a pretrial release has 

been authorized by the court”, which amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Coleman moved that SB 798 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 798 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, 

Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--44. 

 

Excused: Daniels, Haste, Stanley and Thompson (Roger).--4. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 798 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 202 by Dahm and Jett of the Senate and Echols of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Dahm moved that SB 202 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 
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THIRD READING 

 

SB 202 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dugger, Garvin, 

Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, Murdock, Newhouse, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rogers, Rosino, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver and Woods.--32. 

 

Nay: Boren, Brooks, Dossett, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Rader and 

Young.--10. 

 

Excused: Haste, Montgomery, Paxton, Seifried, Stanley and Treat.--6. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 202 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 729 by Rosino of the Senate and Echols of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Rosino moved that SB 729 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 729 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Hicks, Howard, Jech, 

Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--43. 

 

Excused: Haste, Pugh, Seifried, Stanley and Treat.--5. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 729 was referred for engrossment. 
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GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 801 by Coleman of the Senate and Marti of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Coleman moved that SB 801 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 801 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, 

McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, 

Rader, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson 

(Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--40. 

 

Nay: Dahm, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews and Rogers.--5. 

 

Excused: Haste, Pugh and Stanley.--3. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 801 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 931 by Garvin of the Senate and Marti of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Garvin moved to amend SB 931, by substituting the attached floor substitute 

for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment was 

declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Garvin moved that SB 931 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 931 was read for the third time at length. 
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On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, 

McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Rogers, 

Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), 

Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--40. 

 

Nay: Dahm, Hamilton, Jett, Prieto and Rader.--5. 

 

Excused: Haste, Pugh and Stanley.--3. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 931 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 694 by Treat of the Senate and McCall of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Treat moved that SB 694 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 694 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, 

Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--44. 

 

Excused: Brooks, Haste, Pugh and Stanley.--4. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 694 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 677 by Treat of the Senate and Miller of the House was called up for consideration. 
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Senator Treat moved to amend SB 677, Page 2, Line 19, by inserting after the word 

“Candidacy” and before the word “shall”, the words “shall be verified by the secretary of 

the election board with whom the Declaration was filed and”, which amendment was 

declared adopted. 

 

Senator Treat moved that SB 677 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 677 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver and Woods.--45. 

 

Nay: Young.--1. 

 

Excused: Howard and Pugh.--2. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 677 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 1099 by Treat of the Senate and McCall of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Treat moved to amend SB 1099, Page 1, Line 16, by inserting a new Section 1 

as follows: 

 

“SECTION 1.     AMENDATORY     11 O.S. 2021, Section 36-504, is amended to 

read as follows: 

Section 36-504.  A.  The provisions of this section shall apply to the permitting of 

small wireless facilities by a wireless provider in or outside the right-of-way as specified in 

subsection C of this section and to the permitting of the installation, modification and 

replacement of utility poles by a wireless provider inside the right-of-way. 

B.  Except as provided in this act, an authority may not prohibit, regulate or charge for 

the collocation of small wireless facilities classified as permitted uses in subsection C of 

this section. 
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C.  Small wireless facilities shall be classified as permitted uses and not subject to 

zoning review or approval if they comply with the height requirements in subsection E of 

Section 3 of this act and are collocated in the right-of-way in any zone or outside the right-

of-way in property not zoned exclusively for residential single-family or duplex use.  Utility 

poles installed to support small wireless facilities shall be classified as permitted uses and 

not subject to zoning review or approval if they comply with the height requirements in 

subsection E of Section 3 of this act and are collocated in the right-of-way in any zone. 

D.  An authority may require an applicant to obtain one or more permits to collocate a 

small wireless facility or install a new, modified or replacement utility pole associated with 

a small wireless facility as provided in Section 3 of this act, provided such permits are of 

general applicability for nongovernmental users of the right-of-way and do not apply 

exclusively to wireless facilities.  An authority shall receive applications for, process and 

issue such permits subject to the following requirements: 

1.  An authority may not directly or indirectly require an applicant to perform services 

or provide goods unrelated to the permit, such as in-kind contributions to the authority 

including reserving fiber, conduit or pole space for the authority; 

2.  An applicant shall not be required to provide more information to obtain a permit 

than communications service providers that are not wireless providers, provided that an 

applicant may be required to include construction and engineering drawings and 

information demonstrating compliance with the criteria in paragraph 8 of this subsection 

and, for an application to collocate on an authority pole, a wireless provider may be 

required to provide at its expense engineering analysis demonstrating compliance with 

applicable standards and codes, construction drawings stamped by a professional engineer 

registered in Oklahoma and a description of any recommended make-ready work, including 

any modification or replacement of the authority pole; 

3.  An authority may not require the placement of small wireless facilities on any 

specific utility pole or category of poles or require multiple antenna systems on a single 

utility pole; 

4.  Subject to subparagraphs e and f of paragraph 8 of this subsection, an authority may 

not limit the placement of small wireless facilities by minimum separation distances; 

5.  The authority may require an applicant to include an attestation that the small 

wireless facilities will be operational for use by a wireless services provider within one (1) 

year after the permit issuance date, unless the authority and the applicant agree to extend 

this period or delay is caused by lack of commercial power or communications transport 

facilities to the site; 

6.  Within twenty (20) days of receiving an application, an authority must determine 

and notify the applicant in writing whether the application is complete.  If an application is 

incomplete, an authority must specifically identify the missing information in writing.  The 

processing deadline in paragraph 7 of this subsection is tolled from the time the authority 

sends the notice of incompleteness to the time the applicant provides the missing 

information.  That processing deadline also may be tolled by agreement of the applicant and 

the authority; 

7.  An application shall be processed on a nondiscriminatory basis and deemed 

approved if the authority fails to approve or deny the application within seventy-five (75) 

days of receipt of the application in a time frame established by the Federal 

Communications Commission pursuant to 47 C.F.R. 1.6003 (c); 
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8.  An authority may deny a proposed collocation of a small wireless facility or 

installation, modification or replacement of a utility pole that meets the height requirements 

in subsection E of Section 3 of this act only if the proposed application: 

a. materially interferes with the safe operation of traffic control equipment or 

emergency management systems or devices, 

b. materially interferes with sight lines or clear zones for transportation or 

pedestrians, 

c. materially interferes with compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act or 

similar federal or state standards regarding pedestrian access or movement, 

d. materially interferes with Federal Aviation Administration requirements or the 

operation of an airport or air traffic, 

e. fails to comply with reasonable and nondiscriminatory spacing requirements of 

general application adopted by ordinance that concern the location of new utility poles.  

Such spacing requirements shall not prevent a wireless provider from serving any location, 

f. with respect to ground-mounted equipment, fails to comply with reasonable and 

nondiscriminatory requirements of general application adopted by ordinance that concern 

spacing of the ground-mounted equipment; interference with sight lines, clear zones or 

pedestrian access or movement; unhindered use of the right-of-way by other right-of-way 

occupants, including the authority; or design or concealment measures in a historic district 

required under subsection I of Section 3 of this act, 

g. fails to comply with applicable codes, including without limitation the most recent 

version of the National Electrical Safety Code, 

h. fails to comply with subsections D, G, H and I of Section 3 of this act, 

i. causes the utility pole or wireless support structure to become structurally 

unsound, unless the applicant demonstrates that it will address the problem adequately, such 

as by modifying or replacing the structure, or 

j. materially interferes with the intended use of an authority pole; 

9.  The authority shall document the basis for a denial, including the specific code 

provisions on which the denial was based, and send the documentation to the applicant on 

or before the day the authority denies an application.  The applicant may cure the 

deficiencies identified by the authority and resubmit the application within thirty (30) days 

of the denial without paying an additional application fee.  The authority shall approve or 

deny the revised application within thirty (30) days.  Any subsequent review shall be 

limited to the deficiencies cited in the denial; 

10.  An applicant seeking to collocate small wireless facilities within the jurisdiction of 

a single authority shall be allowed at the applicant's discretion to file a consolidated 

application for the collocation of up to twenty-five small wireless facilities and receive a 

single permit; provided, however, the denial of one or more small wireless facilities in a 

consolidated application shall not delay processing of any other small wireless facilities in 

the same batch; 

11.  Installation or collocation for which a permit is granted pursuant to this section 

shall be completed within one (1) year after the permit issuance date, unless the authority 

and the applicant agree to extend this period, or a delay is caused by the lack of commercial 

power or communications facilities at the site.  Approval of an application authorizes the 

applicant to: 

a. undertake the installation or collocation, and 
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b. subject to applicable relocation requirements and the applicant's right to terminate 

at any time, operate and maintain the small wireless facilities and any associated utility pole 

covered by the permit for a period of not less than ten (10) years, which must be renewed 

for equivalent durations so long as they are in compliance with the criteria set forth in 

paragraph 8 of this subsection; 

12.  Wireless providers shall comply with relocation requirements that apply to 

similarly situated occupants of the right-of-way; and 

13.  An authority may not institute, either expressly or de facto, a moratorium on: 

a. filing, receiving or processing applications, or 

b. issuing permits or other approvals, if any, for the collocation of small wireless 

facilities or the installation, modification or replacement of utility poles to support small 

wireless facilities. 

E.  An authority shall not require an application for the following: 

1.  Routine maintenance; 

2.  The replacement of small wireless facilities with small wireless facilities that are 

substantially similar or the same size or smaller; or 

3.  For the installation, placement, maintenance, operation or replacement of micro 

wireless facilities that are strung on cables between existing utility poles, in compliance 

with the National Electrical Safety Code. 

An authority may, however, require a permit to work within the right-of-way for such 

activities, if applicable.  Any such permits shall not be subject to the requirements provided 

in subsections C and D of this section.”, which amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Treat moved that SB 1099 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 1099 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, 

Prieto, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson 

(Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--45. 

 

Excused: Howard, Montgomery and Pugh.--3. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 1099 was referred for engrossment. 
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GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 926 by Jett and Hamilton of the Senate and Vancuren of the House was called up 

for consideration. 

 

Senator Jett moved to amend SB 926, Page 1, by restoring the title, which amendment 

was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Jett moved that SB 926 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 926 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, 

McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, 

Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson 

(Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver and Woods.--41. 

 

Nay: Brooks, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews and Young.--6. 

 

Excused: Pugh.--1. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 926 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 1091 by Floyd of the Senate and Munson of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Floyd moved to amend SB 1091, Page 12, Line 3, by inserting a new Section 2 

as follows:  

 

“SECTION 2.  It being immediately necessary for the preservation of the public peace, 

health or safety, an emergency is hereby declared to exist, by reason whereof this act shall 

take effect and be in full force from and after its passage and approval.”, which amendment 

was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Floyd moved that SB 1091 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 
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THIRD READING 

 

SB 1091 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Murdock, Newhouse, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, 

Rogers, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson 

(Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--42. 

 

Nay: Dahm.--1. 

 

Excused: Paxton, Pugh, Rader and Rosino.--4. 

 

*Constitutional Privilege: Montgomery.—1. 

 

*Senator Montgomery asked to be shown not voting on SB 1091 for reason of personal 

interest, as provided in Article V, Section 24, Oklahoma Constitution. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 1091 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 715 by Floyd of the Senate and Lawson of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Floyd moved that SB 715 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 715 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, 

Jech, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Rogers, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson 

(Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--44. 
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Excused: Paxton, Pugh, Rader and Rosino.--4. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 715 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 433 by Boren of the Senate and Bennett of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Boren moved to amend SB 433, by substituting the attached floor substitute for 

the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment was declared 

adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Boren moved to amend the floor substitute to SB 433, Page 1, by restoring the 

title, which amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Boren moved that SB 433 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 433 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, 

Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Pederson, Pemberton, 

Prieto, Pugh, Rogers, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), 

Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--43. 

 

Nay: Dahm and Hamilton.--2. 

 

Excused: Paxton, Rader and Rosino.--3. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 433 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 794 by Coleman of the Senate and McEntire of the House was called up for 

consideration. 
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Senator Coleman moved that SB 794 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 794 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Brooks, Coleman, Dugger, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Haste, Kidd, 

McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, 

Rogers, Seifried, Stanley, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger) and Young.--

25. 

 

Nay: Bergstrom, Boren, Bullard, Burns, Dahm, Daniels, Dossett, Floyd, Hamilton, 

Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kirt, Matthews, Standridge, Stephens, Treat, Weaver and 

Woods.--20. 

 

Excused: Paxton, Rader and Rosino.--3. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 794 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

Senator McCortney moved that the Senate recess until 1:30 p.m., which motion was 

declared adopted.  

 

* 

 

The Senate reconvened with Senator Coleman presiding. 

 

Senator Coleman questioned the presence of a quorum and ordered the roll called, 

following which a quorum was declared present. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 684 by Stanley of the Senate and Kannady of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Stanley moved to amend SB 684, Page 1, by striking the title, which 

amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Stanley moved that SB 684 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 
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THIRD READING 

 

SB 684 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, 

Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver and Young.--45. 

 

Nay: Hamilton and Woods.--2. 

 

Excused: Montgomery.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 684 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 364 by Pugh et al. of the Senate and Baker of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Pugh moved to amend SB 364, Page 1, Lines 20 and 21, by replacing the word 

and number “twelve (12)” with the word and number “eight (8)”; and Page 1 Line 22, by 

deleting after the word “used”, the words and number “in the twelve (12) months” and 

inserting in lieu thereof the word “immediately”; and Page 1, Lines 23 and 24 by deleting 

all the language from the word “and” on Line 23 through the period “.” on Line 24, which 

amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Pugh moved to amend SB 364, Page 1, by restoring the title, which 

amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Pugh moved that SB 364 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 364 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 
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Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, 

Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--45. 

 

Nay: Dahm, Hamilton and Standridge.--3. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 364 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 108 by Bergstrom of the Senate and Ford of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Bergstrom moved to amend SB 108, by substituting the attached floor 

substitute for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment 

was declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Bergstrom moved to amend the floor substitute to SB 108, Page 1, by restoring 

the title, which amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Bergstrom moved that SB 108 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 108 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dugger, Gollihare, Green, 

Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, 

Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, 

Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver 

and Woods.--36. 

 

Nay: Boren, Brooks, Dahm, Dossett, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews and Young.--9. 

 

Excused: Garvin, Rader and Treat.--3. 
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The bill passed. 

 

SB 108 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 112 by Thompson (Roger) of the Senate and Baker of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Thompson (Roger) moved that SB 112 be advanced, which motion was 

declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 112 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, 

Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--47. 

 

Excused: Boren.--1. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 112 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 119 by Bergstrom of the Senate and Lepak and Pae of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Bergstrom moved to amend SB 119, by substituting the attached floor 

substitute for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment 

was declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Bergstrom moved to amend the floor substitute to SB 119, Page 1, by restoring 

the title, which amendment was declared adopted. 
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Senator Bergstrom moved that SB 119 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 119 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, Dugger, Garvin, 

Gollihare, Green, Hall, Haste, Howard, Jech, McCortney, Montgomery, Newhouse, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stewart, Thompson 

(Kristen), Thompson (Roger) and Weaver.--29. 

 

Nay: Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Dahm, Floyd, Hamilton, Hicks, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, 

Matthews, Murdock, Paxton, Rogers, Standridge, Stephens, Woods and Young.--18. 

 

Excused: Treat.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 119 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 126 by Bullard of the Senate and Conley of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Bullard moved to amend SB 126, by substituting the attached floor substitute 

for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment was 

declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Bullard moved that SB 126 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 126 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dugger, 

Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, McCortney, 

Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, 

Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson 

(Roger), Weaver and Woods.--39. 
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Nay: Brooks, Dossett, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews and Young.--7. 

 

Excused: Stanley and Treat.--2. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 126 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 675 by Burns et al. of the Senate and Humphrey of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Burns moved that SB 675 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 675 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, 

Jech, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, 

Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--

47. 

 

Excused: Treat.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 675 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 132 by Bergstrom of the Senate and Lepak of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Bergstrom moved to amend SB 132, Page 1, by restoring the title, which 

amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Bergstrom moved that SB 132 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 
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THIRD READING 

 

SB 132 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, 

Jech, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Standridge, Stanley, 

Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--

47. 

 

Excused: Treat.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 132 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 218 by Daniels of the Senate and Lepak of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Daniels moved that SB 218 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 218 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Bergstrom, Bullard, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Hamilton, Jett, Montgomery, 

Newhouse, Paxton, Prieto, Pugh, Rosino and Seifried.--14. 

 

Nay: Alvord, Boren, Brooks, Burns, Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, 

Hall, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Murdock, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Rader, Rogers, Standridge, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), 

Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--33. 

 

Excused: Treat.--1. 

 

The bill failed. 
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GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 244 by Seifried et al. of the Senate and Martinez of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Seifried moved that SB 244 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 244 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dugger, 

Garvin, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Jech, Jett, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, 

Pederson, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson 

(Kristen), Thompson (Roger) and Treat.--31. 

 

Nay: Brooks, Dossett, Floyd, Gollihare, Green, Hicks, Howard, Kirt, Matthews, 

McCortney, Pemberton, Stanley, Weaver, Woods and Young.--15. 

 

Excused: Kidd and Standridge.--2. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 244 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 368 by Garvin and Stanley of the Senate and Hasenbeck of the House was called up 

for consideration. 

 

Senator Garvin moved that SB 368 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 368 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, 

Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, 

McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, 

Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), 

Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--40. 
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Nay: Bullard, Burns, Dahm, Hamilton, Jett, Newhouse and Prieto.--7. 

 

Excused: Standridge.--1. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 368 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 411 by Daniels of the Senate and Sneed of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Daniels moved that SB 411 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 411 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, 

Jech, Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, 

Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--47. 

 

Excused: Standridge.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 411 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 413 by Daniels of the Senate and Sneed of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Daniels moved that SB 413 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 413 was read for the third time at length. 
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On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dugger, 

Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Haste, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, McCortney, Montgomery, 

Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, 

Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, 

Weaver and Woods.--39. 

 

Nay: Brooks, Dossett, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews and Young.--7. 

 

Excused: Hamilton and Standridge.--2. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 413 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 429 by Montgomery of the Senate and Caldwell (Trey) of the House was called up 

for consideration. 

 

Senator Montgomery moved to amend SB 429, Page 1, Line 21, by deleting from the 

word “on” through the word “function”, and inserting in lieu thereof the following: “during 

the school’s official graduation ceremonies” and by deleting after the word “whether” the 

words “it is”; and Page 2, Lines 5 through 6, by deleting from the word “on” on Line 5 

through the word “function” on Line 6 and inserting in lieu thereof the following: “during 

the institution’s official graduation ceremonies” and by deleting after the word “whether” 

the words “it is”; and Page 2, Line 15, by replacing the words “learning environment” with 

the words “graduation ceremonies” and on Lines 15 and 16 by deleting from the word 

“during” on Line 15 through the period “.” on Line 16; Page 2, Line 20, by inserting after 

the word “cultural” the words “and religious”, which amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Montgomery moved that SB 429 be advanced, which motion was declared 

adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 429 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 
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Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, 

Dossett, Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, 

Jett, Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, 

Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, 

Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Weaver, Woods and Young.--45. 

 

Excused: Jech, Standridge and Treat.--3. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 429 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 707 by Rosino of the Senate and Roe of the House was called up for consideration. 

 

Senator Rosino moved to amend SB 707, by substituting the attached floor substitute 

for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment was 

declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Rosino moved to amend the floor substitute to SB 707, Page 1, by restoring the 

title, which amendment was declared adopted. 

 

Senator Rosino moved that SB 707 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 707 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--46. 

 

Nay: Dahm.--1. 

 

Excused: Standridge.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 707 was referred for engrossment. 
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GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 111 by Dahm of the Senate and Conley of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Dahm moved that SB 111 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 111 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill and emergency, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dugger, Garvin, 

Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, McCortney, Newhouse, 

Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, 

Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver and Woods.--

37. 

 

Nay: Boren, Brooks, Dossett, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews, Montgomery and Young.--

9. 

 

Excused: Murdock and Standridge.--2. 

 

The bill and emergency passed. 

 

SB 111 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 593 by Thompson (Roger) of the Senate and Dobrinski of the House was called up 

for consideration. 

 

Senator Thompson (Roger) moved to amend SB 593, by substituting the attached floor 

substitute for the title, enacting clause and entire body of the measure, which amendment 

was declared adopted.  (Copies were provided for all Senators.) 

 

Senator Thompson (Roger) moved that SB 593 be advanced, which motion was 

declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 593 was read for the third time at length. 
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On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Boren, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Daniels, Dossett, 

Dugger, Floyd, Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Hicks, Howard, Jech, Jett, 

Kidd, Kirt, Matthews, McCortney, Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, 

Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, 

Thompson (Kristen), Thompson (Roger), Treat, Weaver, Woods and Young.--46. 

 

Nay: Dahm.--1. 

 

Excused: Standridge.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 593 was referred for engrossment. 

 

 

GENERAL ORDER 

 

SB 516 by Pugh and Brooks of the Senate and Echols of the House was called up for 

consideration. 

 

Senator Pugh moved that SB 516 be advanced, which motion was declared adopted. 

 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 516 was read for the third time at length. 

 

On the question of passage of the bill, the vote resulted as follows: 

 

Aye: Alvord, Bergstrom, Brooks, Bullard, Burns, Coleman, Dahm, Daniels, Dugger, 

Garvin, Gollihare, Green, Hall, Hamilton, Haste, Howard, Jech, Jett, Kidd, McCortney, 

Montgomery, Murdock, Newhouse, Paxton, Pederson, Pemberton, Prieto, Pugh, Rader, 

Rogers, Rosino, Seifried, Stanley, Stephens, Stewart, Thompson (Kristen), Thompson 

(Roger), Treat, Weaver and Woods.--40. 

 

Nay: Boren, Dossett, Floyd, Hicks, Kirt, Matthews and Young.--7. 

 

Excused: Standridge.--1. 

 

The bill passed. 

 

SB 516 was referred for engrossment. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE 

 

Advising passage of and transmitting for consideration Engrossed HBs 1006, 1027, 

1236, 1328, 1376, 1547, 1612, 1613, 1615, 1682, 1713, 1715, 1825, 1843, 1931, 1934, 

1940, 1941, 1943, 1960, 2009, 2041, 2061, 2062, 2084, 2085, 2136, 2139, 2153, 2155, 

2191, 2251, 2281, 2282, 2288, 2329, 2349, 2398, 2414, 2416, 2422, 2451, 2452, 2477, 

2490, 2504, 2513, 2530, 2532, 2546, 2631, 2640, 2643, 2644, 2645, 2682, 2742, 2777, 

2791, 2794, 2824, 2843 and 2860 and HJR 1032. 

 

HB 1006 −  By West (Rick), Talley and Bashore of the House and Murdock of the 

Senate. 

An Act relating to schools; amending 70 O.S. 2021, Section 1-111, as amended by 

Section 1, Chapter 153, O.S.L. 2022 (70 O.S. Supp. 2022, Section 1-111), which relates to 

school days; requiring students be given excused absences for participating in approved 4-H 

activities; subjecting excused absences to certain policies; directing 4-H educator to provide 

proof of participation upon request; requiring student be given opportunity to make up 

missed schoolwork; prohibiting class grades from being adversely affected; providing 

exception for certain absences; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 1027 −  By Luttrell, Pittman and Hefner of the House and Coleman of the Senate. 

[ amusements and sports – gaming exemption - Gaming Compact Supplement – pools 

– term – fees - content - procedures - funds - conduct - participation – codification - 

effective date ] 

 

HB 1236 −  By McCall of the House and McCortney of the Senate. 

An Act relating to civil procedure; amending 12 O.S. 2021, Section 1438, which relates 

to costs and fees; providing that a court in certain circumstances shall award expenses 

which are directly incurred in defending against a legal action; and providing an effective 

date. 

 

HB 1328 −  By Schreiber of the House and Rader of the Senate. 

An Act relating to crimes and punishments; amending 21 O.S. 2021, Section 1738, 

which relates to the seizure and forfeiture of property; providing for the seizure and 

forfeiture of equipment or instrumentalities used in the commission of certain criminal 

offenses; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 1376 −  By Boatman, Pae and Hefner of the House and Garvin of the Senate. 

[ schools – nutrition – meals – children – years – effective date ] 

 

HB 1547 −  By Moore of the House and Howard of the Senate. 

An Act relating to civil procedure; amending 12 O.S. 2021, Section 83, which relates 

to conserving monies obtained for or on behalf of persons under eighteen years of age in 

court proceedings; increasing monetary minimum; providing for conserving monies 

obtained for or on behalf of persons under eighteen years of age when sum is under a 

certain amount; modifying when withdrawals of monies can be made; providing when a 
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settlement agreement is binding on the minor without court approval; providing that a  

person acting in good faith on behalf of a minor is not liable to the minor for the monies 

paid in settlement; providing that no insurer shall be liable to the minor or anyone else for 

any deviation from such obligations except upon proving by clear and convincing evidence 

that the deviation was an intentional act to harm the minor; providing that person or entity 

against whom a minor has a claim that settles the claim with a minor in good faith not be 

liable to the minor for any claims arising from the settlement of the claim; requiring an 

adult acting on behalf of a person who is less than eighteen years of age to complete an 

affidavit or verified statement; providing affidavit form; requiring any federally insured 

banking, credit union or savings and loan institution receiving the monies for deposit shall 

complete a receipt of deposit; providing receipt of deposit form; repealing 12 O.S. 2021, 

Sections 86 and 86.1, which relate to the Oklahoma Statutory Thresholds for Settlements 

Involving Minors Act of 2022; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 1612 −  By Worthen of the House and Paxton of the Senate. 

[ crimes and punishments - required minimum sentences - scope of sentencing 

requirement - effective date ] 

 

HB 1613 −  By Worthen of the House and Weaver of the Senate. 

[ larceny of merchandise from a retailer - penalty provisions - effective date ] 

 

HB 1615 −  By Worthen of the House and Howard of the Senate. 

An Act relating to public health and safety; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 2-402, 

which relates to the Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act; providing separate 

penalties for unlawfully possessing controlled dangerous substances; authorizing the 

referral of violations to certain courts; authorizing municipalities to adopt ordinances; and 

providing an effective date. 

 

HB 1682 −  By Dempsey of the House and Coleman of the Senate. 

An Act relating to alcoholic beverages; amending 37A O.S. 2021, Section 2-103, 

which relates to a distiller license; modifying where a distiller may sell spirits produced by 

the license holder; providing that spirits sold by the distiller when mixed with other non-

alcoholic substances, shall not be considered cocktails, mixed beverages or mixed drinks 

and that those substances are not part of the distilling process; and declaring an emergency. 

 

HB 1713 −  By Marti of the House and Garvin of the Senate. 

An Act relating to pharmacies; defining terms; creating certain requirements; creating a 

penalty; providing for codification; and declaring an emergency. 

 

HB 1715 −  By Marti of the House and Coleman of the Senate. 

[ alcoholic beverages - termination of beer distribution agreement - small brewer - 

arbitration costs - effective date ] 
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HB 1825 −  By Conley of the House and Jett of the Senate. 

An Act relating to revenue and taxation; amending 68 O.S. 2021, Section 2940, which 

relates to property acquired for certain public purposes; requiring county treasurer to 

provide certain information related to ad valorem tax liability upon request of seller or 

agent of seller; providing for applicability of requirements based on designated date; and 

prescribing time limit for response by county treasurer. 

 

HB 1843 −  By Kerbs, Davis, Newton, Grego, Maynard and Burns of the House and 

McCortney and Bullard of the Senate. 

An Act relating to pharmacy benefit managers; amending 36 O.S. 2021, Section 6962, 

as amended by Section 2, Chapter 38, O.S.L. 2022 (36 O.S. Supp. 2022, Section 6962), 

which relates to compliance review; replacing Insurance Commissioner with Attorney 

General; amending 36 O.S. 2021, Section 6965, which relates to power to investigate; 

replacing investigative authority with the Attorney General; amending 36 O.S. 2021, 

Section 6966.1, as amended by Section 3, Chapter 38, O.S.L. 2022 (36 O.S. Supp. 2022, 

Section 6966.1), which relates to violations, penalties, and hearings; replacing enforcement 

authority with the Attorney General; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 1931 −  By McCall of the House and Haste of the Senate. 

An Act relating to poor persons; amending 56 O.S. 2021, Section 230.52, which relates 

to the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program; updating reference; providing 

area in which employment may be approved; providing that recipients be screened; 

providing that certain services be provided in certain circumstances; and providing an 

effective date. 

 

HB 1934 −  By McCall of the House and Treat of the Senate. 

An Act relating to parental rights; amending 25 O.S. 2021, Section 2003, which relates 

to parental involvement; providing that school provide plan for parent participation in 

certain areas; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 1940 −  By McCall of the House and McCortney of the Senate. 

An Act relating to waters and water rights; amending 82 O.S. 2021, Section 1020.11, 

which relates to types of permits and fees; requiring Board to make certain rule adjustments 

on permitting fees; allowing certain fees to be the same; disallowing certain fees to change 

based on water volume permitted for; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 1941 −  By McCall of the House and Kidd of the Senate. 

An Act relating to mining; amending 45 O.S. 2021, Sections 723 and 724, which relate 

to definitions and permits; modifying definition; defining term; modifying reference to 

certain responsible party; requiring application contain certain information regarding 

contract miners; requiring identification of contract miner; requiring certain assignment be 

subject to notice and hearing requirements; and providing an effective date. 
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HB 1943 −  By McCall of the House and Bullard of the Senate. 

An Act relating to wastewater treatment plants; exempting certain wastewater 

treatment plants from new rules for certain term of years; requiring plant update following 

expiration of term of years; providing for codification; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 1960 −  By McCall and Crosswhite Hader of the House and Treat of the Senate. 

An Act relating to public health and safety; repealing 63 O.S. 2021, Sections 1-880.1, 

1-880.2, 1-880.3, 1-880.4, 1-880.5, 1-880.6, as amended by Section 1, Chapter 98, O.S.L. 

2022 (63 O.S. Supp. 2022, Section 1-880.6), 1-880.7, 1-880.8, 1-880.9, 1-880.10, 1-880.11, 

and 1-880.12, which relate to the Psychiatric and Chemical Dependency Facility Certificate 

of Need Act; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2009 −  By Davis and Lowe (Dick) of the House and Stephens of the Senate. 

An Act relating to schools; amending 70 O.S. 2021, Section 3-104.4, which relates to 

standards for accreditation; modifying date to provide report on statewide class sizes; 

amending 70 O.S. 2021, Sections 18-113.1 and 18-113.2, which relate to class size 

limitations; decreasing certain class size limits; raising certain class size limits; providing 

stipend for teachers with classes that fail to comply with class size limitations; providing for 

codification; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency. 

 

HB 2041 −  By Nichols, Echols and Hefner of the House and Treat of the Senate. 

An Act relating to criminal procedure; amending 22 O.S. 2021, Sections 177 and 185, 

which relate to arrests and appearances before magistrates; authorizing the issuance of 

verbal warnings for misdemeanor arrest warrants; providing for the documentation of 

verbal warnings; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2061 −  By Hardin, McDugle, Boles, Cantrell, Dobrinski, Burns, Ford, Sterling, 

Stark, West (Rick), Conley, Newton, Cornwell, Maynard, West (Kevin), Lawson, Grego, 

McEntire, Townley, Osburn, Sims, Worthen, Wolfley, Moore, Boatman, Lowe (Dick), 

Roberts and Bashore of the House and Bergstrom of the Senate. 

[ medical marijuana - law enforcement - appropriation to the County Sheriff Public 

Safety Grant Revolving Fund - effective date – emergency ] 

 

HB 2062 −  By Kendrix, Davis and Roberts of the House and Dugger of the Senate. 

[ revenue and taxation - motor fuel taxation - effective date ] 

 

HB 2084 −  By Archer, Caldwell (Chad) and Fugate of the House and Howard of the 

Senate. 

An Act relating to alcoholic beverages; amending 37A O.S. 2021, Section 2-104, 

which relates to winemaker license; providing requirements for wine to be sold for off-

premises consumption; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2085 −  By Caldwell (Chad) of the House and Daniels of the Senate. 

An Act relating to state government; amending 74 O.S. 2021, Section 20i, as amended 

by Section 1, Chapter 308, O.S.L. 2022 (74 O.S. Supp. 2022, Section 20i), which relates to 
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legal representation of agency; prohibiting certain attorneys from being voting members of 

boards or commissions; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2136 −  By McDugle and Steagall of the House and Stephens of the Senate. 

An Act relating to crimes and punishments; amending 21 O.S. 2021, Section 1277, 

which relates to the unlawful carry of firearms in certain places; providing an exception to 

certain prohibited act; authorizing municipalities to allow employees or public officials to 

carry firearms under certain circumstances; providing restrictions; defining term; providing 

construing provision; providing for the public display of firearms subject to policies; and 

providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2139 −  By McDugle of the House and Bullard of the Senate. 

An Act relating to firearms; amending 21 O.S. 2021, Section 1277, which relates to the 

unlawful carry of firearms on certain property; updating statutory reference; authorizing 

handgun licensees to carry on school property under certain circumstances; amending 21 

O.S. 2021, Section 1280.1, which relates to the possession of firearms on school property; 

updating statutory reference; authorizing handgun licensees to carry on school property 

under certain circumstances; amending 70 O.S. 2021, Section 5-149.2, which relates to the 

authorization to carry handguns on school property; authorizing school boards to adopt 

policies related to carrying handguns on school property; stating qualifications for 

designated personnel; authorizing school boards to designate school personnel to attend 

training programs; clarifying immunity from liability provisions; and declaring an 

emergency. 

 

HB 2153 −  By Ford of the House and Pederson of the Senate. 

[ crimes and punishments - penalties for grand larceny and petit larceny - threshold 

amount that constitutes grand larceny - emergency ] 

 

HB 2155 −  By West (Kevin) of the House and Bergstrom of the Senate. 

An Act relating to firearms; amending 21 O.S. 2021, Section 1289.25, which relates to 

the Oklahoma Firearms Act of 1971; clarifying immunity provision for persons asserting 

claims of self-defense; authorizing defendants and the state to appeal adverse rulings made 

by the court; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2191 −  By West (Kevin) and Rosecrants of the House and Gollihare of the Senate. 

An Act relating to eminent domain; amending 27 O.S. 2021, Sections 5 and 17, which 

relate to local governments and resale of surplus property; conforming language; defining 

terms; prohibiting taking of private property unless for certain uses and with compensation; 

requiring court to strictly construe certain provisions; prohibiting expansion of eminent 

domain powers absent statutory authority; providing exception; providing for codification; 

and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2251 −  By Burns of the House and Green of the Senate. 

An Act relating to alcoholic beverages; amending 37A O.S. 2021, Section 6-102.1, 

which relates to tasting flights; providing for mixed beverage and cocktail tasting flights; 

and providing an effective date. 
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HB 2281 −  By Echols of the House and Paxton of the Senate. 

An Act relating to public health and safety; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 2-101, as 

amended by Section 4, Chapter 265, O.S.L. 2022 (63 O.S. Supp. 2022, Section 2-101),  

which relates to the Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act; adding definition; 

amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 2-406, which relates to penalties for violating the Uniform 

Controlled Dangerous Substances Act; making certain acts unlawful; and declaring an 

emergency. 

 

HB 2282 −  By Echols of the House and Paxton of the Senate. 

An Act relating to public health and safety; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Sections 2-304 

and 2-305, which relate to the Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act; providing 

for the annulment of registrations; allowing for the impounding and preserving of 

controlled dangerous substances upon revocation of registration; requiring registrants to 

maintain controlled dangerous substances not subject to impoundment or revocation; 

declaring controlled dangerous substances forfeited to the state as waste and subject to 

destruction; deleting authorization for assessing administrative penalties; deleting exception 

and construing provision; modifying and deleting procedures for denying, suspending, or 

revoking registrations; requiring the issuance and service of written orders prior to 

annulling, conditioning, suspending, or revoking registrations; requiring specificity within 

written orders; authorizing the use of disciplinary actions; stating procedures for issuing 

written orders and initiating administrative proceedings; providing construing provisions; 

declaring circumstances when abatement is inapplicable; providing for the delegation of 

certain duties; authorizing the immediate suspension of registrations; providing procedures 

for suspensions; authorizing the assessment of penalties for noncompliance; allowing 

registrants to apply for a hearing; authorizing the assessment of administrative penalties for 

certain violations; deeming controlled dangerous substances as contraband under certain 

circumstances; providing for seizures and forfeitures; authorizing assessment of eradication 

or destruction fine; prohibiting registrants from reapplying for certain period of time; 

amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 2-325, which relates to the Precursor Substances Act; 

providing for the annulment of licenses or permits under certain circumstances; increasing 

time limit when ordering registrants to appear for show cause hearings; providing 

construing provision; and declaring an emergency. 

 

HB 2288 −  By Pfeiffer and Pae of the House and Howard, Newhouse and Young of 

the Senate. 

[ conveyances - discriminatory restrictive covenants in real estate transactions - 

property deed tax exemptions – codification - effective date ] 

 

HB 2329 −  By Boatman of the House and Weaver of the Senate. 

[ public finance - Chief Information Officer – salary - eligibility requirements - 

reporting requirements – inclusions - authority to contract - state and national criminal 

history record check – exceptions - oversight authority - the Oklahoma State Government 

2.0 Initiative - State Governmental Technology Applications Review Board - effective date] 
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HB 2349 −  By Dempsey of the House and Coleman of the Senate. 

[ revenue – taxation – alcohol – excise tax – spirits – effective date ] 

 

HB 2398 −  By Hays of the House and Rosino of the Senate. 

An Act relating to workers' compensation; amending 85A O.S. 2021, Section 13, 

which relates to certain injuries related to mental health; providing for computation of 

benefits for certain persons; providing for temporary pension benefits; imposing limit on 

total period for disability benefits; providing for award of permanent total disability based 

upon maximum medical improvement; providing for payment of benefits based on certain 

injury; imposing time limit on benefits; imposing limit on employer responsibility for 

prescription medicine; defining terms; providing for transfer of payment for claims or 

increased premiums incurred by cities or towns; prescribing procedures; providing for 

terminology in official publications; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2414 −  By Johns and Waldron of the House and Pemberton of the Senate. 

An Act relating to schools; amending 70 O.S. 2021, Sections 3-135, 3-136, 3-137, and 

3-142, which relate to the Oklahoma Charter Schools Act; requiring charter school to 

provide certain notice to sponsor; directing sponsor to use performance framework for 

charter school evaluation; authorizing development of certain separate framework; adding 

minimum requirements for framework; mandating annual evaluation; directing presentation 

of results to certain governing boards; defining term; subjecting charter school to certain 

spending limitations; prohibiting charter school from providing instruction to certain 

students; directing charter school governing board to comply with certain acts; subjecting 

charter school sponsor governing board to certain conflict of interest requirements; 

modifying procedures for charter school contracts; requiring sponsor to develop a 

corrective action plan; authorizing nonrenewal of contract in certain cases; specifying how 

sponsor fee should be used; requiring sponsor to publish certain report on its website; 

amending 70 O.S. 2021, Section 3-145.3, which relates to duties of the Statewide Virtual 

Charter School Board; requiring compliance with the Oklahoma Charter Schools Act; 

modifying limitation on fee for administrative expenses and support; subjecting certain 

charter schools to the same purchasing procedures and compliance requirements as school 

districts; prohibiting commingling of certain school funds; modifying instruction and 

continuing education obligations for certain governing board members; establishing 

requirements for governing boards which contract with educational management 

organizations; prescribing duties for board membership; requiring State Department of 

Education and sponsor to publish certain contracts on their websites; directing Department  

to publish list of fees paid; subjecting certain board members to instruction and continuing 

education requirements; prohibiting certain conflicts of interest and pecuniary gain; 

disallowing certain appointments or selections of members; requiring sponsor board 

members to complete instruction and continuing education requirements; specifying entity 

to pay for instruction and continuing education; prescribing requirements for instruction 

and continuing education; defining term; designating certain funds as public funds; 

prohibiting transfer or conversion of state funds to private funds; clarifying provision; 

requiring payments from charter schools to comply with certain provisions; directing 

organization to provide certain documents; subjecting certain funds to audit, transparency, 

oversight and financial reporting; requiring certain funds to remain public funds;  
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prescribing grade for participation in certain extracurricular or educational activities; 

declaring certain property to remain public property of the charter school; mandating an 

operating agreement review of certain charter schools; establishing procedures for review; 

requiring written agreement for certain expenditures; mandating criminal history record 

checks for certain personnel; prescribing process and payment of checks; prohibiting 

certain activities by educational management organizations; amending 70 O.S. 2021, 

Section 5-200, which relates to educational management organizations; requiring amounts 

paid to certain organizations be pursuant to contract terms; mandating disclosure pursuant 

to certain guidelines; amending 70 O.S. 2021, Section 18-124, which relates to limitations 

on administrative services expenditures; providing applicability of limitation to certain 

charter schools; clarifying calculation for specified schools; modifying definition; providing 

for codification; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency. 

 

HB 2416 −  By Johns of the House and Haste of the Senate. 

[ memorial roads and bridges - markers – codification - effective date ] 

 

HB 2422 −  By Alonso-Sandoval, Pae and Dollens of the House and Coleman of the 

Senate. 

[ public health and safety – Recognition of EMS Personnel Licensure Interstate 

Compact – state participation in the Compact – requirements for licensee to participate in 

Compact – Interstate Commission for EMS Personnel Practice – effective date ] 

 

HB 2451 −  By Schreiber, Blancett, Ranson and Hefner of the House and Montgomery 

of the Senate. 

[ revenue – taxation – income tax – employer – child care – credits – carryover – 

workers – amount – refundability – sunset date – codification – effective date ] 

 

HB 2452 −  By Schreiber, Ranson, Hefner and Fetgatter of the House and Garvin of 

the Senate. 

An Act relating to children; prohibiting certain actions by local governing authorities; 

providing for codification; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2477 −  By Hill of the House and Daniels of the Senate. 

[ prisons and reformatories - Department of Corrections - Pardon and Parole Board - 

termination dates - effective date ] 

 

HB 2490 −  By Hill of the House and Daniels of the Senate. 

[ criminal procedure – district attorneys – extension of supervision – dismissal of 

charges – effective date ] 

 

HB 2504 −  By Lepak and McDugle of the House and Bergstrom of the Senate. 

An Act relating to elections; prohibiting implementation of federal election guidance 

without legislative approval; providing for notice requirement; providing for method of 

notice; providing exception; providing penalty; defining term; requiring new federal funds 

be approved by Legislature; requiring publishing of funds possessed by the State Election 
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Board; providing penalty; providing for codification; providing an effective date; and 

declaring an emergency. 

 

HB 2513 −  By Pittman, Waldron, Rosecrants, Hefner, Roe and Talley of the House 

and Pugh of the Senate. 

[ schools - unaddressed trauma in children - Handle With Care Oklahoma program - 

coordination between public agencies and community coalitions - applicable traumatic 

events – notification - Oklahoma School Security Institute model protocol and training - 

Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services - rule promulgation - funding 

sources - annual report – noncodification – codification - effective date ] 

 

HB 2530 −  By Humphrey, Sneed, West (Rick), Townley, Cantrell, McDugle and 

Randleman of the House and Paxton of the Senate. 

[ crimes and punishments - violations for cockfighting offenses – codification - 

effective date ] 

 

HB 2532 −  By Humphrey of the House and Bullard of the Senate. 

An Act relating to firearms; amending 21 O.S. 2021, Section 1289.25, which relates to 

the use of physical or deadly force; adding definition; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2546 −  By ODonnell, Lepak, McBride and Williams of the House and Daniels of 

the Senate. 

An Act relating to schools; prohibiting instruction on sexual orientation or gender 

identity; providing for codification; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2631 −  By Echols of the House and Rosino of the Senate. 

[ alcoholic beverages - wine and spirits wholesalers ] 

 

HB 2640 −  By Echols of the House and Coleman of the Senate. 

An Act relating to alcoholic beverages; amending 37A O.S. 2021, Section 3-106, 

which relates to direct wine shipper's permit; modifying requirements for certain reports; 

providing information to be reported; prohibiting shipment of wine to consumers without a 

permit; providing penalties; providing that certain shippers have consented to certain state 

agency and court jurisdiction; prohibiting certain acts; providing penalties; requiring notice 

to carriers of shipments that are unlawful; requiring inspection and auditing of records; and 

providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2643 −  By Steagall and Hardin of the House and Dahm of the Senate. 

An Act relating to firearm suppressors; providing exemptions for firearms 

manufactured, sold and purchased in this state from federal laws and federal regulations;  

declaring firearm materials manufactured in Oklahoma exempt from federal regulation; 

requiring certain stamp on firearms manufactured and sold in Oklahoma; stating 

manufacturing requirements for firearms; prohibiting certain entities from adopting or 

imposing rules, ordinances, policies or restrictions regulating firearms that contravene state 

law; defining terms; providing for codification; and providing an effective date. 
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HB 2644 −  By Steagall and Hardin of the House and Alvord of the Senate. 

An Act relating to firearms; amending 21 O.S. 2021, Section 1290.22, which relates to 

the Oklahoma Self-Defense Act; clarifying certain prohibited conduct and exceptions; 

providing for the filing of a civil action; directing court to award damages and fees; 

providing an exception; clarifying liability provisions; allowing for the transport or storage 

of firearms or weapons in vehicles; defining term; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2645 −  By Steagall and Hardin of the House and Bergstrom of the Senate. 

An Act relating to firearms; amending 21 O.S. 2021, Section 1277, which relates to the 

unlawful carry of firearms in certain places; clarifying exemption that authorizes the 

possession of firearms on certain property; authorizing open carry on property of nonprofit 

entities and public trusts under certain circumstances; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2682 −  By Lepak and ODonnell of the House and Daniels of the Senate. 

An Act relating to elections; amending 26 O.S. 2021, Section 7-139, as amended by 

Section 1, Chapter 194, O.S.L. 2022 (26 O.S. Supp. 2022, Section 7-139), which relates to 

the Prohibit the Private Funding of Elections Act; prohibiting the contribution, donation, or 

anything of value for purposes of conducting an election; providing exceptions; modifying 

penalties; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2742 −  By Duel of the House and Stewart of the Senate. 

An Act relating to revenue and taxation; amending 68 O.S. 2021, Sections 3105 and 

3106, which relate to sale procedures for property based on delinquent ad valorem taxes; 

providing for effect of notice; authorizing service of notice by county sheriff; providing for 

right of recovery of expenses related to sale process by certain prospective purchasers; and 

providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2777 −  By McCall, Lepak, Boles, McDugle, Maynard and Sims of the House and 

Treat of the Senate. 

An Act relating to public finance; enacting the Oklahoma Public Finance Protection 

Act; defining terms; providing fiduciary's standard of care; prohibiting consideration of 

non-pecuniary factors; providing who has authority to vote on certain shares; providing for 

delegation of authority; providing that proxy votes be reported annually; authorizing 

Attorney General to enforce act and examine certain persons and records; providing for 

codification; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2791 −  By Stinson of the House and Thompson (Kristen) of the Senate. 

An Act relating to transportation; amending 69 O.S. 2021, Section 1273, which relates 

to outdoor advertising definitions; defining term; and providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2794 −  By Stinson and Kerbs of the House and Pugh of the Senate. 

[ state judiciary - Oklahoma Judicial Security and Privacy Act of 2023 - notice system 

for at-risk individuals and their immediate families – exceptions - Administrative Director 

of the Courts - delegation of authority – report - penalty – severability – codification - 

effective date ] 
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HB 2824 −  By Kendrix of the House and Bergstrom of the Senate. 

An Act relating to long-term care; directing transfer of employees, powers, duties, 

monies and contractual rights from the Oklahoma State Board of Examiners for Long-Term 

Care Administrators to the State Department of Health; requiring the Director of the Office 

of Management and Enterprise Services to coordinate certain transfers; directing transfer of 

certain administrative rules from the Board to the State Commissioner of Health; abolishing 

the Board upon completion of transfers; creating the Long-Term Care Advisory Council; 

providing for appointments to the Council; prescribing terms of office; providing for the 

election of a chair and vice-chair; stating powers and duties of the Council; providing for 

reimbursement of expenses pursuant to the State Travel Reimbursement Act; authorizing 

meetings; prescribing minimum number of meetings; directing the State Department of 

Health to provide space for meetings; requiring certain recusal; directing promulgation of 

rules; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 330.51, which relates to definitions; removing and 

adding definitions; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 330.52, which relates to the State 

Board of Examiners; extending termination date; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 330.53, 

which relates to licensure of long-term care administrators; transferring duties to the 

Department and the Commissioner; requiring input of the Advisory Council; modifying 

applicability of certain provisions; requiring and authorizing certain fees; directing deposit 

of fees; requiring the Commissioner to determine certain qualifications; prohibiting certain 

unlicensed activity; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 330.54, which relates to license fees; 

updating citation; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 330.57, which relates to qualifications of 

Administrator; updating citation; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 330.58, which relates to 

duties; transferring duties to the Department and the Commissioner; requiring input of the 

Advisory Council; adding and removing certain duties; amending 63 O.S. 2021, Section 

330.62, which relates to the Oklahoma State Board of Examiners for Long-Term Care 

Administrators Revolving Fund; renaming and transferring fund; amending 63 O.S. 2021, 

Section 330.64, which relates to complaints; providing complaint procedures; transferring 

duties to the Department and the Commissioner; requiring input of the Advisory Council; 

requiring certain notice; prohibiting adverse action by the Department except under certain 

conditions; requiring the Advisory Council to review complaints; authorizing certain 

investigation and interviews; directing certain recommendation; requiring certain vote; 

authorizing the Department to order summary suspension under certain conditions; 

requiring certain notice; granting certain right to suspended licensee; providing for 

confidentiality; excluding certain information from specified definition and certain  

proceedings; authorizing certain disclosures; authorizing informal resolution process; 

providing for certain appeals; providing for recodification; providing for codification; and 

providing an effective date. 

 

HB 2843 −  By Caldwell (Trey) of the House and Seifried of the Senate. 

An Act relating to alcoholic beverages; amending 37A O.S. 2021, Sections 2-108, 3-109, 

3-123 and 5-132, which relate to alcoholic beverages; providing that a beer distributor 

licensee may store alcoholic beverages of any kind, nonalcoholic beverages, and other 

goods, wares, and merchandise in any warehouses owned or leased by the beer distributor;  
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providing that a beer distributor is not obligated to segregate the products in the warehouse; 

providing that a leased warehouse includes a leased space within a multi-tenant building 

under certain circumstances; providing that employees of a beer distributor may transport 

beer to licensed retailers; modifying penalties and providing a remedy to cure such 

violations; providing it shall not be deemed an inducement or a discriminatory action for 

certain license holders to establish individualized servicing and delivery schedules for their 

retailers based on the retailer's actual needs; expanding license holders who must submit an 

application for registration of a brand label; providing that certain license holders shall not 

be required to verify registration and shall not be penalized for any applicant's failure to 

register its brand label; and declaring an emergency. 

 

HB 2860 −  By Wallace of the House and Thompson (Roger) of the Senate. 

An Act relating to state government; amending 74 O.S. 2021, Section 250.4, which 

relates to the salaries of statewide elected officers; limiting certain salary amounts to certain 

time period; and providing an effective date. 

 

HJR 1032 −  By Echols, Lawson, Hardin, Boles, Lepak, Maynard, Caldwell (Chad), 

West (Kevin), Crosswhite Hader, Dollens, Dobrinski, George, Stinson, Williams, 

Humphrey, West (Rick), Alonso-Sandoval, Martinez, Boatman and Sims of the House and 

Bergstrom of the Senate. 

A Joint Resolution relating to a Constitutional Convention pursuant to Article V of the 

United States Constitution; application; distribution. 

 

The above-numbered measures were read the first time. 

 

 

Senator McCortney moved that when the clerk's desk is clear, the Senate stand 

adjourned to convene Thursday, March 23, 2023, at 9:00 a.m., which motion prevailed. 

 

 

CHANGE IN AUTHORS/COAUTHORS 

 

The following measures were authored/coauthored: 

 

SB 108 - Coauthored by Senator Standridge 

SB 364 - Coauthored by Senator Hicks 

SB 429 - Coauthored by Senator Boren 

SB 659 - Coauthored by Representative Patzkowsky (principal House author) 

SB 706 - Coauthored by Senator Howard 

SB 949 - Coauthored by Senator Jett 

SB 1021 - Coauthored by Representative Roberts (principal House author) 

HB 1027 - Coauthored by Representative Dollens 

HB 1376 - Coauthored by Representative Pittman 
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HB 1843 - Coauthored by Representative Roberts 

HB 2051 - Coauthored by Representative Sims 

Remove as coauthor Representative Sims 

Coauthored by Representative Bashore 

HB 2139 - Coauthored by Representative Hardin 

HB 2191 - Coauthored by Representative Menz 

HB 2398 - Coauthored by Representative West (Josh) 

HB 2416 - Coauthored by Representative Lawson 

Coauthored by Representative Osburn 

HJR 1032 - Coauthored by Senator Bullard 

Coauthored by Senator Burns 

 

 

Pursuant to the McCortney motion, the Senate adjourned at 5:25 p.m. to meet 

Thursday, March 23, 2023, at 9:00 a.m. 


